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About This Game

When the king is not at home, the bad things can be done...

The peaceful tiny kingdom is now under attack from their old enemies, beings from the dark world... The princess Kitty and all
people of the kingdom are now in danger!

Don't wait! Take one of four brave knights, face hundreds of evil creatures and protect the princess at all costs!
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Jet Set Knights is an old-school arcade action platformer inspired by classics from the golden age such as Mario Bros, Snow
Bros or newest Super Crate Box. If You love retro 2D platformers mixed with tower defense and RPG elements, Jet Set Knight

is for You!

Simple controls and pure arcade action

Choose from 4 Knights, each with their own unique abilities

Single player and Local multiplayer for 2-4 players

2 Players Survival mode. Defeat monsters together with your friend!

Three local multiplayer modes include Last Man Standing, Domination or famous EGG Tournament

Secret Characters

Retro-styled handcrafted pixel graphics created with love

Over 14 unlockable weapons, spells and special artifacts

12 Unique Enemies - Including Ghosts, Slimes, Skeletons, Devils or Giant Snowballs!

Plenty of hidden secrets, surprises and deadlies traps

Level Up your heroes and collect many power-ups

Fight with powerful Bosses!

12 in-game Achievements

Funny mini-games

Full Xbox 360 controller support

Steam Achievements and Trading Cards

Future content updates

Awesome retro-style game manual

Excellent Soundtrack

And of course, there's a princess to save! =)

Note: The multiplay modes for 2-4 players are local only, not online.
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Title: Jet Set Knights
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
FobTi interactive
Publisher:
FobTi interactive
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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$2 for a new minor faction and 7 more beautiful soundtracks from FLYBYNO?

Chump change. Play as a Hero and level up, get better gear and recruit the locals to help you in your struggle!... Or don't do that
and convert your hero to a statue for 30min and play the game as a RTS instead! Interesting gameplay but not much else. Dont
buy this game, even if on sale. Broken, unfinished and not worth the money.. I'm a fan of Jules Vernes, so i can't like this game.
Instead of using the same universe, it changes the story : at the beginning, two of the three main characters are dead and the last
one is still in the capsule, in space. I think it's a lack of respect for the author.... It's not as polished nor does it have as many
features as a game like Madden.

This said the game is quite fun and surprisingly addicting. The game's throwing system is very enjoyable and uses the mouse
well. The game is surprisingly challenging, but not over so by any means. The throwing takes some practice to get down.

Overall I think the game is a pretty good arcade style football game. It may scratch your itch for an American Football or sports
game in general for the pc, like it has mine.. Worth it for the familiar and 3 guaranteed shinies! If you are a fan of the game like
me, I would say that all of the familiar dlcs are worth grabbing. Especially when they are on sale.
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Wonderful, innovative, and fun. This is a great go-to LAN game, and the DLC was really entertaining. How many games have
an easter egg involving shooting santa out of the sky? This one. 9/10.. It's very challenging but very boring so.... you are a
normal anime grill when suddenly the skeltal army attacks and they destroy your house. thanks mr skeltal.. Better than No Man's
Sky.. It's a simple vertical scrolling runner game with a nice soundtrack. It's not to hard and I have yet to find the
microtransactions the negative reviewers are talking about. It's good enough to pass some time like during lunch breaks or if you
have to wait for something else. The soundtrack is nice but I wished that there were more than 4 songs. I also wish there were
more ships and crew to choose from to keep it more interesting.
I have enjoyed myself and that's what matters to me. Recommended for passing time, but hey you can also read a book or play
one of the gazillion other games in the world.. Pajama Sam's Sock Works - Raymond KT

Honestly any of the legendary Pajama Sam games are worth buying, installing and playing. Pamela Adlons voice acting is fluent
and excellent. Thought provoking, moving and heart touching. My life was touched as a child and I hope yours was too. Well, I
mean obviously it was that\u2019s why you\u2019re here reading my review. I honestly have no idea what to say, so im just
going to copy and paste some other reviews and say it\u2019s mine.

Pajama Sam put on his glorious red cape, and ran under his bed to find lost goods. After arriving under his bed, they were
suddenly in a river. Sam leapt onto a boat, and then a wonderful German voice greeted me. After this point, my 32-core, 50 TB
computer with 24 GTX 780 Ti's with Liquid Nitrogen cooling seemed to be having a panic. Weird sounds began to spew out,
and then... BANG. My computer exploded, caught fire, and died. It had seemed like Pajama Sam had destroyed my computer
with its sheer minimal requirements. I still know the glory of Pajama Sam today.. Does this game need a lot of work still? Yeah.
As it is, I find this to be a most enjoyable and entertaining game. It takes some the elements I enjoy most in games such as
micro management and strategy and mashes them all together with a bunch of RPG and it just comes out as a rather good game.
I look forward to improvements on things like the awful items UI.. I honestly don't know how I feel about this company any
more. It seems to me that either they don't understand how to make a game with a proper difficulty curve, or they're
intentionally exploiting impossible gameplay to artificially inflate the play time of their games.

I have a weakness for Mahjongg Solitaire so I nabbed this one while it was cheap because it's 'Cringe' factor isn't really an
obstacle to gameplay, but after 30 attempts at one of Ayame's earlier stages (including two attempts where I literally got 'No
More Moves' after only 1 or 2 moves), I finally caved and enabled Easy Mode, where they remove the timer and give you a hint
button and a shuffle button.

Imagine my surprise when I still got 'No More Moves' again. Now, you tell me. What is the gorram point of having a Shuffle
function if you can still run out of legal moves and have to restart the stage?! It should just automatically use one of my shuffle
points and allow me to continue playing!

Play this one only if you're a glutton for punishment or really, REALLY desparate to see some drawn bewbs. Even then, you
should wait for a sale. I feel like buying this title at full price is rewarding a developer for incompetence or bad behaviour.

EDIT FOR SCIENCE: Just to illustrate the problem with the difficulty curve, as of writing this review I have 7.4 hours logged
on this game. It was 1.8 hours BEFORE reaching Ayame's levels. So it's taken me twice as long to get through HALF of the
final set as it took me to get through the entire rest of the game. Does that sound like a well designed difficulty curve to you?. is
var goad gaem!!
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